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For patients who have a senile mental disorder such as dementia, the quantity of exercise and amount of sunlight are an important
clue for doses and treatment. Therefore, monitoring daily health information is necessary for patients’ safety and health. A portable
and wearable sensor device and server configuration for monitoring data are needed to provide these services for patients. A
watch-type device (smart watch) that patients wear and a server system are developed in this paper. The smart watch developed
includes a GPS, accelerometer, and illumination sensor, and can obtain real time health information by measuring the position
of patients, quantity of exercise, and amount of sunlight. The server system includes the sensor data analysis algorithm and web
server used by the doctor and protector to monitor the sensor data acquired from the smart watch. The proposed data analysis
algorithm acquires the exercise information and detects the step count in patients’ motion acquired from the acceleration sensor
and verifies the three cases of fast pace, slow pace, and walking pace, showing 96% of the experimental results. If developed and the
u-Healthcare System for dementia patients is applied, higher quality medical services can be provided to patients.

1. Introduction
The increase in the elderly population due to the development
of medical technology is creating challenges for care professionals and developers of ubiquitous healthcare systems.
Dementia refers to the cognitive impairment usually
affecting old people and makes functioning in daily life more
difficult. Early symptoms of dementia include memory loss
gradually affecting everyday activities. Typically from a few
months to several years, the first symptoms are mild but
develop slowly and gradually lead to serious memory loss.
In addition, dementia patients have difficulty in recognizing
their family members and doing complicated tasks. They
usually have wandering symptoms and more than 73%
experience being lost or missing [1].
The ubiquitous healthcare system is a convergence of
information communication technology and healthcare and
has emerged in various ways to help these kinds of patients
[2]. Keruve, a Spanish company, provides a medical service
for dementia patients. This service uses a bracelet with a
built-in GPS and a portable device. The GPS bracelet features
precise location detection using triangulation, even if the

patient is in the room [3]. Korea Telecom, a Korean company, has developed a location-tracking system using GPS
and Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA) [4]. Gangnam
District Office in Seoul, Korea, has developed a system called
Gangnam U-Safe System [5]. This service began in May 2009
using Ubiquitous Sensor Network (USN) technology and
GPS. This system provides a compact device featured with
an emergency alarm service used for the safety of socially
vulnerable individuals including children and those with
intellectual disabilities.
Currently, healthcare systems for patients with dementia
are focusing on location tracking using a Global Positioning
System (GPS). For patients with mental disorders, momentum monitoring and medical service profiling can manage
their risks and enhance their quality of life [6, 7]. In this
paper, we develop an ubiquitous health management system
for dementia patients to improve their health and safety
following the concept Internet of Things (IoT) [8–10]. The
system consists of a wrist watch-type device and a server
system. The device includes a built-in GPS, ambient light
sensor, and acceleration sensor and communicates with
the server system. The server system functions include the
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creation of a personal profile for patients and monitoring
a patient’s location and measuring the amount of sunlight
illumination and walking step count to use as medical data.
The system helps dementia patients avoid the risk of being
missing or lost by wandering symptoms.

2. Related Works
Recently, the concept of Internet of Things (IoT) has been
applied in ubiquitous healthcare systems and services [8–
10]. IoT is a novel paradigm of technologies that interconnect everyday objects with each other through the Internet
exploiting multiple wireless communication interfaces and
advancements in computing devices [11]. With the spread of
smart phones and tablets loaded with various sensors such as
GPS and accelerometers, higher quality services are provided
to the users by connection of the information on the Web and
real world [12].
With the advent of IoT, research on numerous medical
services for patients has been performed [9, 10]. Research
on wireless networking technologies for developing a mobile
healthcare environment has been carried out and it leads into
the concept of mobile IoT (m-IoT), which is a new healthcare
connectivity paradigm that interconnects IP-based communication technologies such as IPv6 over low power WPAN
(6LoWPAN) with emerging 4G networks for future Internetbased healthcare services [9]. Typically, healthcare services
are comprised of the sensors acquiring biosignals and the
servers processing the huge amount of biodata generated
from the sensors. Service platforms that interconnect cloud
computing, distributed processing, and high speed data
processing systems following the concept of IoT are being
researched for efficient healthcare services [10].
Studies on human movement detection and behavioral
patterns have been carried out in various ways for healthcare services. The motion recognition algorithm based on
a motion-tree is developed using the acceleration features
of a mobile phone [12]. The motion detection algorithm
is one of the basic methods for detecting the number of
walking steps [13, 14]. Human movements are distinguished
by a pattern recognition algorithm and a way of extracting
various motions are developed from basic motion patterns
and feature vectors of humans. This function reads normal
and abnormal movements, for example, sitting, standing, and
falling down, as well as the number of steps [15–18].
Position tracking using GPS is one of the data for measuring the momentum as well as the current position of the
patient in a healthcare system. Recently research on indoor
position tracking methods using Wi-Fi or other positioning
schemes are being carried out because it is impossible to get
a GPS signal indoors [19, 20].

3. Development of a Ubiquitous Health
Management System
The system consists of a watch-type monitoring device
and server. The monitoring device includes a GPS, 3-axis
accelerometer, and ambient light sensor. It is worn on
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the patient’s wrists and periodically transfers his activity
information to the server derived from his location and
amount of light illumination detecting sun exposure. Then
care professionals and doctors can monitor the patient’s
health condition through the webpage delivered by the server.
The server identifies the location through the patient’s data
transferred from the monitoring device and measures the
patient’s activity information through the step number detection algorithm and creates a profile about the patient’s health
information, together with the amount of light illumination
to detect sun exposure.
3.1. Development of the Watch-Type Monitoring Devices. In
the monitoring device, location-tracing functions using a
GPS sensor can monitor the present location and migration
route of the patient. The ambient light sensor measures the
amount of sunlight illumination exposed to the device and
records it. The 3-axis acceleration sensor records the value
of the 𝑥-, 𝑦-, and 𝑧-axis coordinate values in real time. The
server can get the number of patient’s steps through the step
detection algorithm.
The values of the sensors are obtained through the real
time transfer of the data through Transmission Control
Protocol/Internet Protocol (TCP/IP) communication on the
CDMA network. After connection to the server through
a Short Message Service (SMS) such as Server Open SMS
and Transmission Close SMS for transfers, the values of the
sensors exchange data with each other. At this moment, the
transfer of the data by contacting the server is scheduled
according to the regular cycle defined by the user. The server
can inform the care professional or patient by alarm in the
case of special events such as injection time and escape from
patient’s safety zone of patient.
The monitoring device is designed to be worn easily using
the form factor of a wrist watch and because it is held in
position by a clamp, it can prevent a patient from taking
it off or losing it. Thus, if a demented patient experiences
emergency or wandering symptoms, the problem can be
quickly dealt with. The internal block diagram of the watchtype monitoring device proposed in this paper is shown in
Figure 1.
3.2. Development of the Health Management Server. The
server system is composed of the receiver module for
receiving the transmitted data from the monitoring device,
the health management module analyzing data, and the
webpages performing management functions and patient
monitoring, as shown in Figure 2.
First, the receiver module manages the watch’s connection
through the SMS receiver while waiting for the monitoring
device’s SMS. The receiver module with the Connection SMS
receives the accumulated data saved in the monitoring device
as the defined protocols after assigning a socket and a thread
using TCP/IP communication.
The health management module generates the patient
profile by analyzing the transferred data. It checks whether
the user moves out of the scope of the designated safety zone
or not using the GPS sensor data. And it converts the ambient
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Figure 1: Watch-type monitoring device and its internal block diagram.
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Figure 2: The System Operational Scenario.

light sensor data into a percentage from 0 to 100 accounting
for the patient’s exposure time to sunlight. Finally, it measures
the amount of a patient’s movement by counting walking
steps based on the step detection algorithm using the 3-axis
acceleration sensor data. The patient’s data acquired from this
module is separately saved into the database. The data in the
database is used and recorded in the profile of each patient
and can be monitored through the webpage.

The webpage is used to monitor the tracing location and
health information of the patient obtained from the DB.
First of all, a care professional can set up a communication
period between the monitoring device and the server and
the scope of the safety zone through the settings. The server
indicates whether the traced patient’s location is within the
scope of the safety zone or not, and his present location and
the scope of the safety zone would be marked in a circle on
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Figure 3: Preprocessing of accelerometer data.

the map. The amount of sunlight indicates the exposure state
hourly as the time-axis and exposure-axis through the graph.
The activity mass also expresses the number of walk hourly
through the graph. The health information can preserve the
patient’s health and safety because it monitors the patient’s
state through an activity list by time order, amount of sunlight, and location of the patient measured during outdoor
activities.

these noises, preventing errors. The MAF has low pass filter
properties and it can be expressed as follows:

4. Walking Step Detection Algorithm

Here, the value of 𝑛th MAF is denoted by 𝑇[𝑛] and SVM [𝑛−
1] means (𝑛 − 1)th SVM. Figure 5 shows the result of moving
average filter.

In addition to the location-tracking service for dementia
patients, the system provides accurate walking step detection
for use in healthcare. The step detection algorithm uses a
3-axis accelerometer to accurately detect a patient’s steps and
further analyzes his activities.

4.1. Experimental Design. The experiment done in this paper
uses the watch-type monitoring device to compare the actual
steps counted in 30∼60 seconds with the value detected by the
accelerometer under the same conditions. Eight people took
part in this experiment creating 170 data of 3 types of steps—
fast steps, normal steps, and slow steps every day. Each data is
categorized in the database by experiment date, time, and the
number of steps. Stored results are preprocessed into energy
values for peak picking and analysis of distinctive features of
the walk. Analyzed features are used to distinguish the step
and nonstep activities and the measured number of steps is
then compared to the actual number of steps counted.

4.2. Preprocessing Data. Figure 3 shows preprocessing of the
accelerometer data. Each acquired x-, y-, z-axis data are in
8 byte double data types, recorded 80 times per second. It
makes the calculation more efficient using the Signal Vector
Magnitude (SVM) values than using 3 values simultaneously
for each calculation. SVM in this experiment is expressed as
the following equation (see Figure 4)

SVM = √𝑥𝑖2 + 𝑦𝑖2 + 𝑧𝑖2 .

(1)

The accelerometer records 80 times per second and even
catches subtle movements. Therefore, even if the patient is
standing still, the accelerometer will be recording constantly
changing values. These subtle noise signals could result in
errors when measuring the number of steps. In this paper,
we have used the Moving Average Filter (MAF) to filter out

𝑇 [𝑛] =

1
(SVM [𝑛 − 2] + SVM [𝑛 − 1] + SVM [𝑛]
5
+SVM [𝑛 + 1] + SVM [𝑛 + 2])

=

(2)

2

1
∑ SVM [𝑛 − 𝑚] .
5 𝑚=−2

4.3. Step Detection Algorithm. The step detection algorithm
proposed in this paper finds the peaks from the preprocessed
data and then counts the number of peak values that are over
the threshold value, which is calculated from the data.
First, to pick out the peaks, we find the wave’s mean
gradient by computing the average of the gradient of two
bundles of data intervals. If this value is greater than the
threshold value, it is considered the start of the peak, and
when the mean gradient becomes a negative value, this point
is put into the peak point candidate. It is expressed as follows:
𝐺𝑛 =

SVM𝑛+1 − SVM𝑛
,
𝑇𝑛+1 − 𝑇𝑛

𝐺 + 𝐺𝑛+1
Average of 𝐺𝑛 = 𝑛
.
2

(3)

The peak candidate includes waveform errors or noise
errors. The following method is used to clear out the errors
and find the genuine peaks. First, we find the peak candidates
with a time interval of less than 0.3 seconds. Collected data
are acceleration data for detecting the number of steps, so
the movements must show regular intervals of high peak and
low peak. Therefore, peak candidates in the low period are
noise values from the wrong movement. Then, we store the
candidate with high SVM values as the actual peak and drop
the values considered as errors.
Detected peak values are affected by the patient’s footsteps
and the height of the swinging of arms, so the values include
individual differences. However, every waveform of walking
has high amplitude followed by low amplitude. Therefore,
we use this feature to derive a threshold value with the
mean amplitude over 1 second and collect the peaks over the
threshold value. Figure 6 shows the result from the detection
of step peaks.
4.4. Results of Experiment. The proposed algorithm is tested
with the watch-type monitoring device with an embedded
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accelerometer using an 80 Hz sample rate, attached to experimenters’ wrists, and tested on fast steps, normal steps, and
slow steps.
To measure the accuracy of the proposed algorithm, we
compared the actual sum of steps and the detected sum of
steps derived with the algorithm. The results of this method
showed 94.7% accuracy in total, 93% in fast steps, 96.7% in
normal steps, and 96% in slow steps.
As the pace gets faster, the gradient of SVM tends to grow
larger and the phase interval narrows, resulting in higher
error rates. However, in cases of normal and slow steps in
which the amplitude is gradual, results have a higher rate
of finding the peaks correctly, showing a closer value to the
actual number of steps. Table 1 shows the analyzed data from
the 8 people taking part in the experiment.

5. Patient Profile Management System
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Figure 6: Result from the detection of step peaks.

The purpose of this paper is to monitor daily health information to manage the dosage adjustment and health care of
dementia patients. Measures of the amount of outdoor action
and the resulting information on momentum can be health
information. The patient profile management system profiles
patient’s daily information. Patient’s daily information can
be generated and the disappearance of the patient can
be prevented through position information by integrating
patient data received via a smart watch. In this paper, a
function that analyzes patient’s momentum and integrates
received data is included to implement such a system.
The amount of exercise analysis calculates the number
of steps measured by the acceleration sensor as momentum
according to the rules. After the acceleration sensor data
received from the smart watch is integrated with data about a
patient’s sex, age, weight, and height stored in the server, the
integrated data generates momentum information.
5.1. Amount of Exercise Analysis. The step count obtained
through the step detection algorithm can be used as data that
measures momentum. The patient’s data, which is basically
stored in the server, includes age, height, weight, and personal
information and this data is used as the standard for measuring a patient’s stride and momentum.
The motion characteristics such as stationariness, walking
and running, and information corresponding to moving
distance and exercise time are needed in order to calculate the
momentum. The moving distance can be measured through
the GPS sensor, but it is difficult to measure the exact moving
distance due to errors of the GPS sensor and the difference
between indoors and outdoors. Therefore, the method that
multiplies stride by the number of steps is used to calculate
the patient’s moving distance in this paper. The stride can be
calculated by subtracting 100 from an individual’s height, and
momentum can be calculated as shown in below.
Amount of exercise
= Amount of energy consumption (Kcal/ min ∗kg)
∗ Exercise per minute (min) ∗ Weight (kg) .
(4)
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Figure 8: Patient profile system.

Energy consumption varies with motion characteristics
and bottom surface. Table 2 shows energy consumption when
walking on the basic asphalt.
The monitoring system developed in this paper can
monitor a patient’s momentum, current position, and the
amount of light through a web page by using the GPS
route information during outdoor activities, step detection,
and momentum detection. Figure 7 shows the functions of
monitoring server.

5.2. Create Patient Profiles. The patient’s profile includes
the patient’s momentum, amount of light, and indoor and
outdoor detection information by GPS. The patient’s data
is obtained in every cycle and the patient’s momentum is
calculated. The calculated result is integrated and then stored.
Figure 8 shows the screen applying the patient profile
management system developed in this paper. The momentum
obtained from the patient is divided into momentum, which
is converted into a percentage and momentum converted into
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Table 1: Experimental results.

Fast step
U.C
R
Slow step
U.C
R
Normal step
U.C
R
Total mean (%)

58

71

72

83

99

117
138

111
120

111
119

109
117

116
121

33
33

35
36

40
41

32
33

71
77

77
75

71
66

72
72

Lab no.
110

112

150

Total

Accuracy

118
123

117
120

105
109

904
967

93.03%

39
44

31
31

32
34

35
36

277
288

96.02%

68
75

66
61

66
73

68
78

559
577
1832/1740

96.77%
94.71%

U.C.: user count—The number of steps counted by the user.
R: result of algorithm—The number of steps counted by the proposed algorithm.
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Table 2: Amount of exercise on asphalt.

50 Kg
60 Kg
70 Kg
80 Kg
90 Kg
100 Kg

1 min
4
3.8
5.6
6.4
7.2
8.0

2 min
8
9.6
11.2
12.8
14.4
16

3 min
12
14.4
16.8
19.2
21.6
23

10 min
120
144
168
192
216
240
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